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Drosophila pseudoobscura harbors a rich polymorphism for para-
centric inversions on the third chromosome, and the clines in the
inversion frequencies across the southwestern United States indi-
cate that strong natural selection operates on them. Isogenic
inversion strains were made from isofemale lines collected from
four localities, and eight molecular markers were mapped on the
third chromosome. Nucleotide diversity was measured for these
loci and formed the basis of an evolutionary genomic analysis. The
loci were differentiated among inversions. The inversions did not
show significant differences among populations, however, likely
the result of extensive gene flow among populations. Some loci
had significant reductions in nucleotide diversity within inversions
compared with interspecies divergence, suggesting that these loci
are near inversion breakpoints or are near targets of directional
selection. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) levels tended to decrease
with distance between loci, indicating that some genetic exchange
occurs among gene arrangements despite the presence of inver-
sions. In some cases, however, adjacent genes had low levels of
interlocus LD and loosely linked genes had high levels of interlocus
LD, suggesting strong epistatic selection. Our results support the
hypothesis that the inversions of D. pseudoobscura have emerged
as suppressors of recombination to maintain positive epistatic
relationships among loci within gene arrangements that devel-
oped as the species adapted to a heterogeneous environment.

The third chromosome of Drosophila pseudoobscura is poly-
morphic for .30 gene arrangements that resulted from of a

series of overlapping inversions. Ten of the gene arrangements
are abundant and widely distributed within North American D.
pseudoobscura populations (1). The other gene arrangements are
rare endemics. Frequencies of the common gene arrangements
vary among populations forming stable clines across variable
environments (2, 3). The gene arrangement frequencies also
show seasonal cycling in some populations (4). Population cage
experiments show that multiple inversions can be maintained at
stable intermediate frequencies (5). Adaptive selection appears
to maintain the inversion polymorphism, but the exact gene
targets of selection are unknown.

Adaptive selection can leave one of two signatures on a gene
region through genetic hitchhiking. Directional selection can
reduce levels of polymorphism through the rapid fixation of a
new adaptive mutation. Balancing selection can increase levels of
polymorphism when two or more alleles are maintained longer
than expected under a neutral model (6). The size of the region
affected by genetic hitchhiking depends on the strength of
selection, the magnitude of recombination, and the effective
population size. Strong selection or low recombination rates will
increase the size of the region affected by hitchhiking, whereas
weak selection and high recombination rates will decrease the
size of the region affected by hitchhiking (7).

Mapping the genetic targets of selection on the third chro-
mosome may be difficult because paracentric inversions suppress
recombination (8) and most D. pseudoobscura populations are
extremely heterozygous for gene arrangements. Over 50% of the
individuals within most D. pseudoobscura populations are ex-

pected to be heterozygous given chromosome frequency esti-
mates over the last half century (9). Given this level of heterozy-
gosity, adaptive selection acting on one or more genes within the
inversions are likely to leave footprints on large segments of third
chromosome through genetic hitchhiking.

Dobzhansky (10) proposed that the gene arrangements were
coadapted based on the fitness of gene arrangement karyotypes
in population cages (11, 12). Futuyma (13) summarized
Dobzhansky’s concept of coadaptation as a ‘‘. . . system of genes
that act harmoniously within a local population, but act dishar-
moniously when combined with genes from other populations.’’
There are two components of this model. First, the gene
arrangements of a local population would maintain allelic com-
binations at sets of mutually interacting loci whose epistatic
interactions increase fitness. Second, genetic exchange among
chromosomes from different populations would disrupt locally
adapted gene complexes and generate fewer fit genotypes. The
presence of paracentric inversions would suppress recombina-
tion and help to maintain positive epistatic interactions (8).

Allozyme variation on the third chromosome supported the
predictions of the coadaptation model (14–16) in that particular
inversions did have unique combinations of alleles in different
populations. Most inversions had a diagnostic protein allele,
although other low-frequency alleles were observed to be seg-
regating within an inversion background. The allozyme data,
however, did not provide conclusive support for coadaptation
because only two loci had samples taken from multiple popu-
lations and major allele frequency differences were observed
only for populations with small sample sizes. The origin of new
alleles tended to be concordant with the cytogenetic phylogeny
(Fig. 1; refs. 2, 17, and 18), but some alleles were shared between
more distantly related inversions rather than with the most
recent common ancestor.

Nucleotide sequence analysis of the amylase locus, a gene that
maps within most inverted regions, showed that the inversions
were monophyletic, that the polymorphism is .2 million years
old, and that the cytogenetic and molecular phylogenies were
concordant (19). High levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD)
were observed between restriction sites in the amylase region
(19), although earlier theoretical analysis of the allozyme studies
had shown that these associations should have decayed given the
age of the polymorphism (20). Inversions sampled from different
populations were quite similar at amylase, which was contrary to
the coadaptation model, but the sample sizes were too small to
rigorously test for differentiation among populations.

We present here an evolutionary genomic analysis of eight
genes on the third chromosome of D. pseudoobscura. Strains of
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D. pseudoobscura were collected from four populations that span
an east–west inversion cline in the southwestern United States
(21). The two components of the coadaptation model were
tested by asking whether genes are differentiated among gene
arrangements and whether genes within an inversion type are
differentiated among populations. We tested for epistatic inter-
actions with an analysis of LD within and between loci. Finally,
nucleotide diversity within the eight loci was tested for depar-
tures from selective neutrality.

Materials and Methods
Fly Strains and DNA Extraction. Isofemale lines of D. pseudoobscura
were collected from four locations that span an east–west cline
in inversion frequency during July of 1998: Mount Saint Helena,
CA; James Reserve, CA; Kaibab National Forest, AZ; and Davis
Mountains, TX. The third chromosome of each strain was made
isogenic with the balanced lethal method (22). The inversion
carried by each strain was diagnosed through inspection of
polytene chromosomes in salivary squashes. Genomic DNA was
extracted from single flies (23). The Drosophila miranda strain,
SP295, was kindly provided by Soojin Yi (University of Chicago,
Chicago) for use as an outgroup in the studies of D. pseudoob-
scura polymorphisms.

Nucleotide Sequencing. The eight gene regions were sequenced in
89–109 isochromosomal strains of D. pseudoobscura. PCR prim-
ers were designed to amplify 339- to 517-bp regions that were
sequenced originally in D. melanogaster or D. pseudoobscura:
engrailed (en) (24), exuperantia 1 (exu 1) (25), vestigial (vg) (26),
amylase 1 (Amy 1) (27), even skipped (eve) (28), myocyte enhanc-

ing factor 2 (mef 2) (29), F6 (30), and Ecdysone receptor (EcR)
(31). The gene regions sequenced included coding and noncod-
ing sequences (see PCR Primers and Regions Sequenced in
Supporting Text, and Table 3 and Fig. 3, which are published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org),
except for the F6 region, which was all noncoding sequence. The
F6 region was isolated with a D. melanogaster Amy probe and has
been shown to be homologous to the Amy region of D. melano-
gaster, while the D. pseudoobscura Amy gene has transposed to
a new location that corresponds to 41E on the D. melanogaster
cytological map (unpublished data). Each gene was amplified
with PCR and sequenced (32) either on an Applied Biosystems
373 automated sequencer with PRISM dye terminator chemistry
or a Beckman Coulter CEQ 2000 with the DTCS kit. Each DNA
fragment was sequenced on both strands, and the conflicts
between strands were resolved with the SEQMANII program
(DNASTAR, Madison, WI).

Physical Mapping. The eight gene regions were localized to
sections on polytene chromosomes with in situ hybridization
(33). In situ hybridization of each marker was performed on
multiple inversions to verify the subsection localization on the D.
pseudoobscura cytogenetic map.

Nucleotide Sequence Alignment and Analysis. The MEGALIGN pro-
gram (DNASTAR, Madison, WI) was used to manually align the
nucleotide sequences of each gene. Any nucleotide site contain-
ing two or more base pairs in the population was considered as
a segregating site. Indel polymorphisms were excluded from all
analyses. One strain, DM1012PP, had a large deletion within the
vg locus that removed .50% of the aligned sequence and was
excluded from all vg analyses. Molecular evolutionary genetic
analyses were conducted by using MEGA 2.1 (34) or DNASP 3.50
(35). The expected values and confidence intervals for nucleo-
tide heterozygosity across inversions, as well as levels of LD,
were determined by using a coalescence approach (see Coales-
cent Simulations in Supporting Text, and ref. 36).

LD Analysis. Fisher’s exact test (37) was used to test pairs of
variable sites within and between third chromosomal loci for
significant LD. We concatenated the aligned sequences from the
eight gene regions of 62 strains to test for intra- and interlocus
LD. Only comparisons of sites capable of generating a significant
result with Fisher’s exact test were performed (38). A sequential
Bonferroni correction was used to overcome the problem of
making multiple pairwise comparisons (39).

Results
Nucleotide Heterozygosity and Divergence. Nucleotide heterozy-
gosity can be estimated either from the number of pairwise
differences p (40–42), or from the number of segregating sites
Q (43). The heterozygosity estimate based on pairwise differ-
ences is sensitive to different selective and demographic pro-
cesses. The estimates of silent site heterozygosity within each
gene arrangement, among all gene arrangements, and the aver-
age divergence between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda are
shown in Table 1. Heterozygosity estimates across all gene
arrangements were consistent with the maximum estimate of Q
within inversions based on coalescent simulations.

Heterozygosity was estimated within inversions to determine
whether nucleotide diversity is reduced, indicating recent adap-
tive selection on single inversions or, if genetic variation is
elevated, indicating genetic exchange andyor balancing selec-
tion. Some loci individually showed a significant excess or
deficiency of heterozygosity (Q) relative to the estimate of Q
from the total sample (Table 1). None of the loci showed an
excess or deficiency of polymorphism within the AR arrange-
ment. PP had an excess of heterozygosity based on segregating

Fig. 1. Cytogenetic phylogeny of the paracentric inversions of D. pseudoob-
scura (2). The numbered cytogenetic subdivisions and the position of the eight
gene regions are shown for the standard chromosome. The seven gene
arrangements shown on the phylogeny are related to adjacent ones by single
paracentric inversion events. The rearranged segment is shown in the ances-
tral (brackets) and derived (boxes) gene arrangement. The Tree Line (TL)
chromosome is assumed to be the ancestral gene arrangement (18), and the
arrows on the phylogeny point from the ancestral to the derived chromosome.
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sites in the F6 locus. The en locus had an excess of polymorphism
within the ST arrangement. The en, vg, eve, F6, and EcR loci had
an excess of diversity in the CH gene arrangement. The TL
arrangement had a deficiency of variation in eve and EcR,
whereas the en, vg, Amy 1, and mef 2 loci had an excess of
nucleotide diversity.

Estimates of divergence between D. miranda and any of the
five D. pseudoobscura gene arrangements were not significantly
different for any of the genes except vg. At vg, the divergence of
D. miranda to D. pseudoobscura PP alleles was significantly less
than the divergence of D. miranda to the four other D. pseudoob-
scura inversion types.

Tests of Selective Neutrality. We used two approaches to test
variation at the eight loci for departures from an equilibrium
neutral model. The Tajima (44) D test statistic is the difference
of two heterozygosity estimates, one based on pairwise differ-
ences (p) and the other on segregating sites (Q). If D is negative,
there is a significant excess of rare variants, suggesting purifying
selection or population expansion. Alternatively, if D is positive,
there is an excess of intermediate frequency variants, indicating
balancing selection or recent population contraction or bottle-
neck. Most loci (73.7%) within gene arrangements had a nega-
tive Tajima’s D, indicating an excess of rare variants, but only two
cases had a significant negative D (vg with CH and mef 2 within
ST; see Estimates of Tajima’s D Within Gene Arrangements in
Supporting Text, and Table 4, which are published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site). Estimates of Tajima’s D
across all gene arrangements also tended to show an excess of
rare variants in all gene regions, but only exu 1 and EcR had a
significant excess of rare variants (Table 1).

We used the Hudson, Kreitman, and Aguadé (6) test to
determine whether the polymorphism to divergence ratio is
similar between a test locus and a neutrally evolving locus. If the
ratio is greater in the test locus, then balancing selection is
implicated. On the other hand, if the ratio is lower for the test
locus, then directional selection is suggested. Silent polymor-
phism within D. pseudoobscura and divergence between D.
pseudoobscura and D. miranda across all gene arrangements
were used for the test. Silent variation at the alcohol dehydro-
genase locus on the fourth chromosome of D. pseudoobscura (45)
was used as the neutral locus for comparisons with each of the
eight third chromosomal loci. The eight loci failed to reject a
neutral model in HKA tests when variation was estimated for the
pooled chromosome types. We also performed the HKA test on
the eight loci within each inversion. The vg and mef 2 loci within
AR, the exu 1 and Amy 1 locus within PP, the exu 1 and eve locus
within ST, and the eve and EcR loci within TL each showed a
significant deficiency of polymorphism relative to divergence
(see Tables 5–10, which are published as supporting information
on the PNAS web site, for all HKA results).

Genetic Differentiation Within and Among Inversions. Coadaptation
predicts that genes will be different between inversions and
within inversions sampled from different populations. We used
a random permutation method to test the eight third chromo-
somal genes for significant differentiation among gene arrange-
ments (46). Genes within inverted regions showed significant
differentiation among gene arrangements, whereas nearly all
genes outside inverted regions failed to reject genetic similarity
(Table 2). There were two exceptions. exu 1 is outside the region
inverted between ST and AR, but it is significantly differenti-

Table 1. Silent site heterozygosity and divergence in eight genes located on the third chromosome of D. pseudoobscura

Inversion en exu 1 vg Amy 1 eve mef 2 F6 EcR

AR n 39 45 42 43 40 32 37 43
p 0.018 6 0.009 0.003 6 0.003 0.011 6 0.006 0.009 6 0.005 0.011 6 0.007 0.003 6 0.002 0.011 6 0.006 0.016 6 0.009
Q 0.027 6 0.009 0.008 6 0.004 0.016 6 0.006 0.012 6 0.004 0.010 6 0.005 0.005 6 0.002 0.019 6 0.007 0.030 6 0.011
Div 0.023 6 0.006 0.026 6 0.011 0.077 6 0.014 0.028 6 0.008 0.030 6 0.013 0.038 6 0.010 0.035 6 0.009 0.029 6 0.012

PP n 20 21 20 24 21 21 18 20
p 0.014 6 0.007 0.002 6 0.002 0.026 6 0.013 0.002 6 0.001 0.023 6 0.012 0.010 6 0.006 0.011 6 0.006 0.007 6 0.005
Q 0.013 6 0.005 0.003 6 0.002 0.025 6 0.010 0.002 6 0.001 0.019 6 0.008 0.012 6 0.005 0.016 6 0.006* 0.009 6 0.005
Div 0.028 6 0.008 0.025 6 0.011 0.049 6 0.010 0.023 6 0.007 0.039 6 0.014 0.046 6 0.010 0.035 6 0.009 0.027 6 0.013

ST n 16 15 16 17 16 13 16 16
p 0.018 6 0.009 0.005 6 0.004 0.020 6 0.010 0.007 6 0.004 0.001 6 0.001 0.004 6 0.003 0.008 6 0.004 0.014 6 0.009
Q 0.022 6 0.009* 0.004 6 0.003 0.022 6 0.009 0.014 6 0.006 0.002 6 0.002 0.008 6 0.004 0.011 6 0.005 0.012 6 0.006
Div 0.023 6 0.006 0.028 6 0.012 0.057 6 0.012 0.020 6 0.007 0.035 6 0.015 0.037 6 0.010 0.035 6 0.009 0.032 6 0.013

CH n 16 16 16 17 16 15 14 16
p 0.021 6 0.011* 0.007 6 0.005 0.017 6 0.009 0.006 6 0.003 0.025 6 0.013* 0.012 6 0.006 0.011 6 0.006* 0.013 6 0.008
Q 0.020 6 0.008* 0.005 6 0.004 0.032 6 0.013* 0.007 6 0.003 0.033 6 0.014* 0.013 6 0.006 0.015 6 0.007* 0.018 6 0.009*
Div 0.026 6 0.007 0.029 6 0.012 0.087 6 0.015 0.017 6 0.006 0.040 6 0.013 0.044 6 0.010 0.042 6 0.010 0.027 6 0.012

TL n 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
p 0.013 6 0.008* 0.002 6 0.002 0.025 6 0.014* 0.011 6 0.007 0.000 6 0.000† 0.015 6 0.009* 0.008 6 0.005 0.000 6 0.000†

Q 0.012 6 0.007* 0.003 6 0.003 0.027 6 0.014* 0.013 6 0.007* 0.000 6 0.000† 0.018 6 0.010* 0.006 6 0.004 0.000 6 0.000†

Div 0.021 6 0.006 0.023 6 0.011 0.081 6 0.014 0.031 6 0.008 0.014 6 0.009 0.046 6 0.010 0.035 6 0.009 0.023 6 0.013
All n 99 105 102 109 101 89 93 103

Sites 404 (320) 358 (166) 651 (292) 458 (365) 374 (146) 418 (309) 436 (348) 343 (131)
p 0.020 6 0.010 0.004 6 0.003 0.056 6 0.025 0.015 6 0.007 0.024 6 0.012 0.017 6 0.008 0.016 6 0.008 0.013 6 0.008
Q 0.033 6 0.009 0.014 6 0.005 0.057 6 0.015 0.026 6 0.007 0.032 6 0.010 0.025 6 0.007 0.026 6 0.007 0.031 6 0.010
Div 0.024 6 0.006 0.026 6 0.011 0.070 6 0.011 0.024 6 0.006 0.034 6 0.011 0.041 6 0.009 0.036 6 0.009 0.029 6 0.013
D(P) 21.255 (NS) 21.807 (0.026) 20.244 (NS) 21.297 (NS) 20.827 (NS) 20.921 (NS) 21.357 (NS) 21.658 (0.042)

AR, Arrowhead; CH, Chiricahua; PP, Pikes Peak; ST, Standard; n, sample size; Sites, number of aligned nucleotides (number of silent sites); p, heterozygosity
per silent site based on pairwise differences (41) 6 standard error (42); Q, heterozygosity per site based on segregating sites 6 standard error (43); Div, divergence
per silent site between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda 6 standard error; D, Tajima’s D from silent sites; P, two-tailed probability of the observed Tajima’s D
estimated from 1,000 coalescent simulations; NS, not significant.
*Gene arrangements with significant excess of heterozygosity (p or Q) based on 1,000 coalescent simulations and a Bonferroni correction (39).
†Gene arrangements with significant deficiency of heterozygosity (p or Q) based on 1,000 coalescent simulations and a Bonferroni correction (39).
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ated. F6 is within the inverted segments between CH and TL, but
it failed to show significant genetic differentiation. Only genes
within inverted regions had fixed differences among gene ar-
rangements, whereas no fixed differences were found in genes
outside inverted segments. Thus, the first prediction of coadap-
tation is met.

The AR and ST arrangements were tested for significant
genetic differentiation among populations. We failed to find
evidence for significant differentiation among the four popula-
tions sampled within the AR gene arrangement or between the
two populations within the ST arrangement with the random
permutation test (46). The neutral migration parameter Nm was
estimated from Fst in the AR and ST arrangements, where N is
the effective population size and m is the migration rate (47).
When Nm is $1, gene flow is sufficient to prevent genetic
differentiation at all loci in the genome (48). The Nm value
estimated for the eight concatenated genes in the ST and AR
gene arrangements was 4.5 and 9.5 migrants per generation,
respectively. Thus, the second prediction of coadaptation is
not met.

LD Among Loci. Strong epistatic selection will maintain nonran-
dom associations or LD among genetic variants. Pairs of segre-
gating sites across all gene arrangements were tested for signif-
icant LD. A total of 7,140 of the possible 31,347 pairwise
comparisons of the 238 segregating sites were capable of reject-
ing the null hypothesis of no association with Fisher’s exact test
(49). Over one-fourth or 65 segregating sites showed a significant
association with at least one other polymorphic site within or
between loci. A total of 302 of 7,140 valid comparisons, or 4.2%,
were in significant LD (Fig. 2) when the sequential Bonferroni
correction was applied to account for multiple tests. This fraction
of sites in significant LD is greater than that in alcohol dehy-
drogenase on the fourth chromosome (0.2%, P , 0.0001; ref. 50)
or among five genes across the X chromosome (0.5%, P , 0.0001;
ref. 51), but is less than expected assuming no recombination
among the inversions in coalescent simulations (95% confidence
interval, 20.3–79.8%).

We partitioned the tests for significant LD into intra- and
interlocus site comparisons. A total of 12.9% of intralocus site
comparisons were significantly associated, while 2.8% of inter-
locus site comparisons were in significant LD (intralocus, 131
significant of 1,016 valid comparisons; interlocus, 171 significant
of 6,124 valid comparisons; Fig. 2). We measured the strength of
LD with r2, the square of the correlation of gene frequencies
(52). The average value of r2 for intralocus comparisons was
0.670, whereas r2 for interlocus comparisons was 0.515. Interlo-
cus percentages of significant LD were greatest when nucleotide
sites were within inverted regions. exu 1 locus did not exhibit any
significant interlocus LD, although exu 1 is within the inverted
regions of most gene arrangements.

Interlocus LD did not always decrease with distance. Amy 1
and eve are separated by an average of four subsections on the
cytological map, yet 1.6% of the site comparisons between these
loci are in significant LD, which is less than the mean percentage
of significant LD among loci. In contrast, 15.8 subsections on the
cytological map separate vg and mef 2, yet 8.6% of the site
comparisons are in significant LD, the maximum observed
among loci (Fig. 2; and see Analysis of Interlocus LD in Supporting
Text, and Fig. 4, which are published as supporting information
on the PNAS web site).

Segregating sites within gene arrangements were tested for
significant LD. A total of 16 of 1,932 valid comparisons (0.8%)
within the AR arrangement were in significant LD, a proportion
that is much less than what was seen across all gene arrange-
ments. The four other gene arrangements failed to show any
significant associations, but these results should be viewed with

Table 2. Tests for genetic differentiation (Z*) at eight gene regions on the third chromosome

Gene
Outside inverted segments Z* (P)

[Gene arrangements tested]
Within inverted segments Z* (P)

[Gene arrangements tested]
AR among populations

Z* (P)
ST among populations

Z* (P)

en 10.813 (0.099) [AR, ST, CH, TL] 4.791 (0.197) 1.356 (0.298)
exu 1 19.354 (0.002)† [AR, ST] 12.577 (0.002)† [PP, CH, TL] 8.073 (0.259) 1.346 (0.318)
vg 8.067 (0.0001)† [AR, ST, PP, CH, TL] 5.394 (0.323) 1.299 (0.495)
Amy 1 8.353 (0.0001)† [AR, ST, PP, CH, TL] 7.020 (0.423) 1.234 (0.472)
eve 8.237 (0.0001)† [AR, ST, PP, CH, TL] 6.148 (0.348) 1.181 (0.189)
mef 2 6.255 (0.0001)† [AR, ST, PP, CH, TL] 3.660 (0.151) 1.138 (0.236)
F6 11.807 (0.378) [AR, ST, PP] 9.902 (0.031) [CH, TL] 4.293 (0.188) 1.323 (0.459)
EcR 10.550 (0.025) [AR, ST, PP, CH, TL] 7.928 (0.238) 1.230 (0.246)

Z*, differentiation statistic (46); P, probability of the observed Z* based on 10,000 replicates.
†Z* value is statistically significantly small when a sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons is applied (39).

Fig. 2. Significant LD among pairs of segregating sites in eight gene regions
from the third chromosome of D. pseudoobscura with a sequential Bonferroni
correction (39). The heavy lines delineate intra- and interlocus comparisons.
Comparisons of each site with the five gene arrangements are shown at the
bottom.
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caution because the power to detect significant associations is
low given the small sample sizes of PP, ST, CH, and TL (6–18).

We tested the 238 segregating sites for significant LD with the
AR, PP, ST, CH, and TL arrangements (Fig. 2). A total of 375
of the possible 1,260 comparisons could reject the null hypothesis
of no association with Fisher’s exact test (37). Of the 375
comparisons, 58 sites, or 15.5%, showed a significant association
with at least one of the gene arrangements (Fig. 2). Associations
of nucleotide sites with gene arrangements were greatest for
genes that had the highest probability of being within inverted
segments. The en locus is only within one inverted segment (PP),
and 4.4% of the en sites showed significant LD with the PP
arrangement. Alternatively, Amy 1 is within the inverted region
of all arrangements, and 21.2% of the Amy 1 sites showed
nonrandom associations with at least one of five gene arrange-
ments (Fig. 2).

The D. miranda sequences were used to infer the ancestral or
derived states of segregating sites that were in significant LD.
Our naı̈ve expectation was that all significant linkage disequi-
libria would result from an excess of repulsion versus coupling
phase gametes, i.e., the frequency of ancestral–derived and
derived–ancestral gametes would be greater than ancestral–
ancestral and derived–derived gametes because new mutations
would not tend to co-occur on the same chromosome. The
ancestral and derived states could be inferred for both sites in
278 of 302 significant LD comparisons. Pairs of sites in signifi-
cant LD tended to be in coupling rather than repulsion phase
(180 coupling phase gametes of 302 total tests, or 59.6%). The
coalescent simulations, however, showed that the observed
fraction of coupling phase gametes was close to the mean
(63.8%) and well within the 95% confidence interval (50.1–
95.2%). This result is likely to be due to the co-occurrence of
derived mutations on the genealogical branches near the origin
of common inversion types. The frequency of coupling gametes
was significantly greater for intralocus comparisons (76.3%)
than for interlocus comparisons (46.8%) (Fisher’s exact test, P ,
0.0001). Coalescent simulations show that these fractions would
be expected to be equal, indicating that recombination has
reduced coupling-phase gametes in interlocus comparisons.

Discussion
The Nature of Coadaptation in the D. pseudoobscura Gene Arrange-
ments. The coadaptation model (10) makes two predictions
about genetic variation within and between the D. pseudoobscura
gene arrangements. The first prediction, that genetic loci will be
differentiated among gene arrangements, was supported by our
data (Table 2). Genes near breakpoints or within inverted
regions are differentiated most likely because reduced genetic
exchange leads to an accumulation of nucleotide differences
among inversions (53). The only exception is the F6 region,
which lies within the inverted segments of CH and TL, yet is not
differentiated. Genetic exchange in regions outside of inverted
regions in the en and EcR loci has probably prevented genetic
differentiation.

The second prediction, that genetic loci within individual gene
arrangements would be differentiated among populations, was
not supported by the eight loci examined in this study (Table 2).
Two pieces of evidence suggest that gene flow promotes the free
exchange of gene arrangements among populations and limits
genetic differentiation within populations. First, there was no
evidence of differentiation of AR chromosomes among the four
populations, and second, LD levels were low within the AR
chromosome. If each population had unique AR haplotypes that
were adapted to each microhabitat, then one would expect
significant genetic differentiation and high LD levels. Migration
parameter estimates from third chromosomal loci within the AR
arrangement are consistent with previous gene flow estimates

for genes on the X, second, and fourth chromosome that suggest
extensive gene flow in this species (51, 54, 55).

It is possible that gene arrangements are differentiated among
geographic populations, but we could not detect these differ-
ences for biological or statistical reasons. The possible reasons
are that the fitness effects associated with coadaptation are due
to many loci, each with small effect, the regions examined in this
study are not at or near a target of epistatic selection, or the
statistical tests of differentiation and LD had low power. We
increased the power of the differentiation test by concatenating
loci within inverted regions, which increases the number of
segregating sites, but still failed to find significant genetic
differences among the population. Studies of nucleotide diver-
sity in more gene regions within inversions will be necessary to
find targets of coadaptation.

Evidence for Selection in Heterogeneous Environments. The inver-
sions may have arisen in D. pseudoobscura as the species
expanded its range and adapted to the diverse environments of
western North America (56). Recombination modifiers that raise
the level of genetic exchange will increase in a species that is
adapting to a heterogeneous environment and when beneficial
mutations are in repulsion phase. On the other hand, modifiers
that lower recombination rates will increase in populations if
beneficial mutations are in coupling phase (57).

D. pseudoobscura appears to have recently expanded its range
and rapidly increased its population size (45, 51, 58). Allelic
genealogies in an expanding population are expected to be more
star-like, with many new mutations occurring on terminal
branches resulting in negative Tajima’s D values. Tajima’s D is
negative for all regions sampled on the third chromosome of D.
pseudoobscura, providing further support for a range expansion
and rapid population growth in D. pseudoobscura.

The nucleotide data from this study lead us to propose that D.
pseudoobscura has acclimated to microhabitats in its current
geographic range and that suppressors of recombination have
emerged to maintain the positive epistatic gene combinations
within the boundaries of the inversion breakpoints. The strongest
evidence for epistatic selection in our data set is based on the low
frequency of nonrandom associations among sites of closely
linked loci (Amy 1 and eve) and the high fraction of nonrandom
associations among sites in loosely linked loci (vg and mef 2).
Studies of more gene regions are needed to determine the LD
landscape of the third chromosome and the regions that show
potential epistatic interactions.

Selection in heterogeneous environments does not require
that gene arrangement diversity be maintained through over-
dominance, but that karyotypic heterogeneity is maintained
through an average heterosis over diverse microhabitats (59).
The population structure of D. pseudoobscura is consistent with
a selection in heterogeneous environments model because gene
flow is sufficient to homogenize gene frequencies among pop-
ulations (51, 54, 55). Thus, the selection that alters the frequen-
cies of the third chromosome gene arrangements must be quite
strong to counteract the homogenizing effects of migration. The
basis for the selection may be related to the climatic shifts among
western North American habitats because the gene arrangement
frequencies shift with transitions among the major physiographic
provinces that comprise D. pseudoobscura’s geographic range
(2). In this case, the average heterosis predicted by the Levene
model has not elevated polymorphism at any of the D. pseudoob-
scura third chromosomal loci, indicating that the inversion
polymorphism may be relatively young.

The study of eight gene regions on the third chromosome of
D. pseudoobscura should be viewed as a preliminary glimpse into
the pattern and organization of nucleotide diversity of these gene
arrangements. The observation of low levels of genetic exchange
among the gene arrangements refutes the hypothesis that each
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inversion type is effectively one superallele where all variation is
in absolute LD, and demonstrates that we should be able to
identify local gene regions subject to selection. The molecular
basis of selection is unknown, but selection could operate either
on gene expression or allelic differences among chromosomes.
Gene expression differences can be assayed rapidly with mi-
croarray experiments, but choosing the loci in which to study
allelic differences may be more problematic because individual
inversions in D. pseudoobscura may have between 399 and 1,543
genes.

The data presented in this study support a model of coadap-
tation where genes along particular gene arrangements are
maintained by epistatic selection. We have not discovered any
genes within gene arrangements that support the local adapta-
tion component of this model. Our study suggests that polymor-
phism and recombination levels within inversion are sufficient to

detect local adaptation if it exists. It will be important to repeat
Dobzhansky’s population cage experiments with known strains,
which can be characterized with mapping and functional studies
if classical coadaptation is detected. The availability of the
complete D. pseudoobscura genome sequence will greatly facil-
itate future experiments on the third chromosomal gene ar-
rangements because it will be possible to define which genes are
within inversion breakpoints and to characterize mapped selec-
tive targets with polymorphism or functional analyses.
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